Preparing graphics for visual presentation.
In the beginning, the preparations and doing the graphics will take time, and the process will appear to be slow and tedious. Good graphics take time. However, the time will be lessened considerably when you have more hands-on experience. Graphics must be direct, simple, clear, and accurate. Preview and proof your graphics before production. For quick legibility preview, view your graphic at a distance of eight times the width of the graphic image. If you cannot read it, the audience will not be able to either. Be sure all lines are solidily inked and in proportion to the intended visual. Master one technique before expanding to others. Learn to visualize the end result of a rough draft. This will save you many redos and fewer changes later on. Finally, condition yourself to accept constructive critiques on your work, especially from graphics professionals and co-professionals. It may be an excellent way to improve the quality of your future presentations.